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Bauer Media today unveiled a new brand identity for its custom media division, relaunching 

Bauer Custom Media as BauerWorks. 

Reflecting the multi-channel content marketing solutions the division is already providing for 

leading brands such as MYER, Telstra and CPA Australia, the relaunch not only signals a 

fresh identity, but a fresh attitude towards content marketing strategy and execution.   

On the relaunch, BauerWorks Executive General Manager Niall Murphy said, “The rebrand 

is representative of the full evolution of our client proposition, as we work more closely with 

commercial partners to deliver premium content marketing strategies that empower brands 

to be leaders, educators and visionaries. 

“Be it across digital or social channels, in print or video, our focus is to provide commercial 

partners with a one-stop content creation shop – backed by the best creative and editorial 

experts in the region.” 

Sitting independently of Bauer’s consumer divisions, with a primary focus on clients’ owned 

media channels, BauerWorks’ agency-style model offers commercial partners the services of 

a full in-house strategy, creative and client management team with the powerful potential to 

amplify content further through Bauer Media branded channels in partnership with Bauer 

Xcel Media.  

Employing a people-first philosophy towards content marketing strategy, BauerWorks prides 

itself on creating content that serves a purpose in the lives of consumers.  

For more information and to experience how BauerWorks can help brands create a 

meaningful content connection, visit bauerworks.com.au.  
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About Bauer Media:  

Bauer Media publishes 60-plus magazines in Australia, selling more than 60 million copies each year. They 
include some of the longest-running and most successful mastheads, such as the country’s biggest-selling 
monthly magazine, The Australian Women’s Weekly, Australia’s number-one weekly magazine, Woman’s Day, 
Dolly, NW, TV Week, Cleo, Cosmopolitan, Australian Gourmet Traveller, Australian House & Garden and 
Wheels. Integral to the company’s success are vibrant, information-packed websites, mobile apps and social 

media platforms managed by Bauer Xcel Media, Bauer’s global digital division. BauerWorks leads the way in 
creating branded cross-platform editorial content for major clients including Telstra, Myer and Weight Watchers. 
For more information visit http://bauer-media.com.au 

 
 


